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Demystifying Bra Fitting and Construction reveals the secrets of bra couturiers, teaching you

what you have always wanted to know about fitting and sewing your own bras. Professional

custom bra maker Norma Loehr breaks down the fitting and construction process into simple,

easy to follow steps so you can get great results on your bra making projects. With easy-to-

follow instructions, color photos, and a guide to sourcing materials, this book has everything

you need to make your own professional looking bras in no time at all.Whether you are a home

sewer or an aspiring lingerie designer, this book is for you!“Not only does custom bra maker

Norma Loehr sew wonderfully, she's smart - so her well thought out and beautifully presented

work on bra making has resulted in a book that inspires and educates.”Susan Khalje, Author,

Bridal Couture and Linen and Cotton and Contributing Editor for Threads Magazine"I’ve had

the privilege of testing Norma’s book before its release, and it’s an absolute must buy for

anyone interested in sewing their own bras (seriously, there’s one gem of bridge fitting advice

in there alone that’s worth the purchase price!)."Melissa Fehr, Fehrtrade.com
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I tell someone I am a bra maker, I am regarded with equal amounts of curiosity and

befuddlement. I don’t know where people think bras come from but clearly few have considered

the possibility of actually making them. I regularly meet women who are in the midst of creating

couture garments and are frankly intimidated to go near a bra making project.Initially, I felt the

same way. When I started making bras several years ago, I aggressively searched for and

collected everything I could find on the topic. I found precious little. Making bras seemed to be

some sort of closely guarded black art. Bra makers seem to jealously guard their secrets, as if

it fell into the wrong hands it would be used for evil like Harry Potter magic or The Force.It took

extended study with a bra making pro, followed by some serious time practicing on friends and

family before I had achieved mastery of the craft and accepted custom commissions from

clients. In the end, I learned the most – and continue to learn the most - by doing, repeatedly.I

believe that every woman who sews should be making her own bras. What we wear

underneath our clothing is the foundation for all the other lovely garments we spend hours

carefully crafting. All in all, a bra will take just a few hours to make and it is something you will

certainly wear. This book will tell you exactly how to fit and construct your own professional

looking bra.INTRODUCTIONMy goal is to give seamstresses the necessary knowledge and

confidence to sew their own bras by demystifying fitting and the construction techniques to get

professional looking results.Rather than attempt to cover the seemingly limitless variations of

bra styles and fabrication techniques, I focus on the most common bra making techniques that

I use daily in my workroom to get consistently beautiful results.My techniques are independent

of a specific bra pattern. While I suggest what to look for when selecting a bra pattern, this

book does not provide one, nor are there instructions for drafting and grading bra patterns. You

are free to work with any pattern you wish or draft your own.No book on bra making would be

complete without addressing fitting. Because I have to fit a wide variety of body types and have

limited scheduled time with my clients, I developed a systematic fitting process to quickly

achieve a fitted toile (a.k.a. “muslin”). I provide instructions on how to work through this process

and how to solve the most common fitting challenges you will encounter.Finally, I assume that

you know how to sew, have the level of experience where you know how to make pattern

alterations, and can sew a collared button down shirt on your own. If you are a beginner, there

is nothing stopping you from using this book to make a bra, but you may need a good sewing

fundamentals book to help you through. I have a list of suggested sewing reference books at .If



there are bra making topics you want to learn about, send me an email at info@orange-

lingerie.com. If there are enough inquires, I will write a blog post in response or perhaps even

another book!SEW YOUR OWNNeed some reasons to sew your own bras? How about 10 of

them?1. It is actually cheaper than buying a bra.Surprise! Once you have the pattern, all the

materials - fabric, findings and trims - can cost as little as $15. Of course you can also spend a

lot more too! Regardless of what you spend on materials, the quality of the bra you make

yourself will far surpass the one from the store.2. It is faster and more efficient than shopping

for a bra.With experience, it will only take a few hours from tracing the pattern to wearing the

completed bra. Compare this to the time it takes you to get to the store, park, find the bras you

like, try them on, pay, etc. Even finding bras online can take some serious time, especially once

you factor in the returns and exchanges as you try to find the ones that fit.3. You get what

exactly you want.You get to choose the color, fabric, trim, etc. You could, if you were so

inclined, make a bra for each outfit. That plunging top? That racer back tank? That sheer

blouse? No problem. You have a bra for that.4. You get a bra that fits.With no real size

standardization for ready-to-wear bras, your best hope for a bra that fits is to make your own

(or have one made for you). Plus, once you have a pattern that fits, you can replicate it time

and time again without worrying about the bra being discontinued, sold out or no longer

available. Since bras must be regularly replaced, this is a big deal.5. It will be easier to fit the

other garments you are sewing.You will find fewer alterations are necessary to the bodice of

your garment when your bust is contained and positioned correctly on your body, due to a bra

that fits you properly.6. You will become a better seamstress.There are plenty of construction

techniques in a bra making project to help you refine your skills. We can all benefit from

practicing precision ¼” seaming and parallel lines of topstitching. The best part is that no one

else but you (well almost no one!) will see any of those microscopic sewing “imperfections”.7.

You can regain your sewing momentum.There is nothing like a high utility project that can be

completed in a few hours to get you back into sewing. Bras are a perfect sewing jumpstart

when you are stalled on other more complicated projects.8. You can replicate your favorite

bra.We have all been there. You love it, it fits, but it must be retired. You search and cannot find

one anywhere. Copy it. You can also improve on the fit in the duplication process.9. You’ve just

found a way to use your sewing machine’s embroidery and embellishment features.All those

decorative stitches that you have not used since you bought your machine can be put to work.

Astonishingly, with today’s embroidery-enabled machines, you can even make your own

lace.10. You become a better judge of quality materials and craftsmanship and know when to

pay for it.There you have it -ten great reasons to sew your own bras. Time to get sewing!BASIC

BRA ANATOMYBefore we talk about making bras, I want to establish a common vocabulary for

talking about the different parts of a bra. It’s not that we don’t know what a bra is, but rather

that most of us have never really examined a bra in order to understand what they are made of

and how they work. While some of the parts of the bra and their function are obvious (the cups

contain the breasts), others are not (the band supports the cups, not the straps). To demystify

the bra itself, what follows is an overview of its components and their respective

functions.CUPSThe cups are the part of the bra that holds the breasts. The most obvious role

of the cups is to contain and support the breasts. To do this, the cups must harness the breast

tissue into one place and direct it all where we want it to go – forward and up, defying

gravity.BANDThe band refers to the part of the bra that wraps around your body. It may be

news to you that the band, not the straps, is primarily responsible for supporting the

cups.Unlikely as it sounds, consider this: underneath the cups (so underneath your breasts)

are wires (the underwires). The wires take the pressure of the breasts in the cups and spread it



out over their entire length and their surroundings, primarily into the band. If the band is

insufficiently wide for your size (e.g. too narrow under the arm and around the back), you will

not get the necessary support from your bra since there is not enough surface area in the band

to absorb the wire transfer of pressure from the cups.You may wonder about bras without

underwires. Admittedly, it is possible to get some breast support from a bra that does not have

underwires, but not nearly as much as wired bras, and the band must be quite wide in order to

do so. Of course, if you don’t plan on wearing the bra for an extended period of time or are not

wearing a bra for support, you can skip the wires. The other wire exceptions are women who

are nursing or who just had surgery to the area.BRIDGEThe bridge of the bra is the center

front area between the cups. The bridge provides separation of the breasts, putting the breasts

in proper position to ease into the cups. If the bridge does not match the spacing between your

breasts, the bra will not sit flat against your body. The bridges in store-bought bras rarely match

up with an individual’s breast spacing.FRAMEThe frame is the cup holder of the bra.

Surprisingly, frames are actually optional! For frameless bras, the cups are joined directly to

the band and to the bridge. So long as they are well designed and constructed, frameless and

full frame bras will provide equivalent support. Please note that you cannot simply omit the

frame from a full frame pattern and get the same results.STRAPSIt varies by style but

generally the straps of the bra extend from the top corner of the bra cup, go up and over the

shoulder, and join to the back of the bra. If your shoulders show strap marks that implies the

straps are supporting the cups, and that is not how it is supposed to be! The role of the straps

is to hold the bra cups and band in the proper position on the body. If the bra is strapless, the

band must be built to hold itself in the correct position on the body.Now that we have a

common vocabulary for discussing bras, you will learn about how these parts fit together on

your body in the next section: How a Bra Should Fit.HOW A BRA SHOULD FITFit may be one

of the things that got you interested in making bras in the first place. It certainly was the driver

for me. We all know what a great fitting bra feels like: the best ones are like an extension of

your body, almost weightless, and unnoticeable. We all want that!But how should a bra fit? It is

actually a combination of things. At its simplest, the best fitting bra completely encapsulates the

breast tissue, bringing it out from under the arm and off the rib cage so the breasts are lifted to

a front facing position. It does all of this while lying flat against the body with no wrinkles or

ripples - in the bra or on the body.For a bra to achieve perfect fit as a whole, each part of the

bra must do its job. So let’s take a look at each part of the bra and how it should fit.CUPSThe

cups fully enclose the breast tissue and provide the desired contours. While there are varying

degrees of coverage possibilities on the top of the breast, the bottom portion of the cup must

contain the breast entirely.If the cups are too large, the breasts are not fully supported and will

sag into the open spaces and the bra will look baggy. While this may be comfortable, the

constant pull of gravity on the tissue surrounding the breasts can lead to an unattractive future,

not to mention what this does to the body’s current profile. And there’s more bad news: ill fitting

cups can also allow the apex of the breast to point outward rather than straight ahead. Since

this creates an illusion of width, it is also unattractive.If the cups are too small, in addition to

discomfort, the bra will not lie flat on the body. It will be rippled and the wearer’s body may be

as well, as it squeezes out from underneath the bra.BRIDGEThe bridge spans the space

between the breasts, lying flat against the body and putting the cups and underwires in precise

position to hold and support the breasts. If the bridge is too wide, the cups are too far apart

and the bra will stand away from the body, creating a sort of uni-cup that does not hold or

support the breasts effectively. On the other hand, if the bridge is too small, the breasts are

pinched together.BANDFrom reading the section on Basic Bra Anatomy, you know that the



band of a bra is key to supporting the breasts. If the band is not wide enough to handle the

pressure from supporting the breasts, there are two ill effects. The first effect is that the support

job will be transferred to the straps, which can cause shoulder pain, as well as dig the straps

into the skin. The second effect is that the torso will bulge out over the top of the band (the

infamous “back fat”), which no one wants.The bra band should not be too tight or too loose but

it should be snug. If the band is too loose, the bra can move around which usually means the

breasts pull the back of the band up as they sag down in front. A band that is too tight will be

uncomfortable and will pull the entire bra too tightly against the body causing the body to

protrude around the bra. That’s not the look we are going for.How tight is tight enough? I use a

“two finger” rule. That is, only two fingers should fit under the back of the band when the bra is

fastened at its loosest or middle row of hooks.UNDERWIRESThe underwires sit directly under

the breasts against the body and match the diameter of the breasts. This fit allows the wires to

do their job of spreading the stress of breast support into the band. If wires are too small, they

will dig into the breast tissue. If they are too large, they will dig into the body. If the wires don’t

fit correctly, they can also shift and twist. As you can imagine, or perhaps you know from

personal experience, ill-fitting wires make for a long uncomfortable day.STRAPSIdeally bra

straps should extend in a line from just outside the apex of the breast toward the mid point of

the shoulder, however, many women prefer to wear their straps further out on the shoulder. So

long as the back band is parallel to the floor and the bra cups are at the correct height for the

wearer, this is not a problem.As I mentioned in the prior section, straps don’t support the

breasts – they just maintain the position of the band and cups on the body. Straps should not

slide, move around or dig in to the shoulder or anywhere else. You should barely notice they

are there.MORE GOOD REASONS FOR A GOOD FITOf course we want bras to fit

comfortably, but there are other benefits too. Clothes fit better with the proper bra. If your

breasts are not properly positioned on the body, the silhouette of your garments will not match

the intention of the designer. You will have fullness and flatness in unintended areas, distorting

the fit and drape of your clothing. By making a bra that fits you properly, issues of fit for

dresses, shirts and jackets will decrease or even completely disappear!Then, there is the

slimming benefit. A properly fitting bra makes you look thinner. An ill-fitting bra allows the

breasts to ride too low, thus hiding the torso and waist. A fitted bra raises the breasts revealing

the torso. Slimming occurs in another dimension as well: a fitted bra directs the breast tissue

out from under the arms to a forward facing position on the body. This makes you look smaller,

as this decreases bulk along the side of your body.PUTTING YOUR BRA ONIt might seem

obvious how to put a bra on your body, but I found that many of my clients were not completing

the process of getting the bra positioned on their body. To get the full benefit of support and lift

from your bra, there are some important steps in putting the bra on your body.There are two

main ways to put on a bra with back hooks. One is to hook the bra in front and swivel the bra

around so the hooks go to the back, and then put your arms through the straps as you position

the cups. The second is to put your arms through the bra straps and reach behind your back to

hook the bra closed then adjust the cups into position. Whichever of these methods you

choose does not matter. The only caveat is that if you do swivel the bra around to the back, do

not do so aggressively. Yanking on the bra could bend the underwires and will most certainly

decrease the life of the elastics.Getting the bra onto the body is only part of the equation. You

also need to position the breast tissue into the cups and get the underwire into position. To get

the breast tissue into the cups, lean forward and reach into a cup with your opposite hand and

scoop the breast tissue out from the underarm into the bra cup. Next, place the underwire

where it should be – right around the breast tissue at the chest wall. Many women skip these



two steps, and by doing so are skipping out on the full shaping and support benefits of their

bra.Now that the cups are positioned correctly, take note of the straps. The straps should

secure the bra in the correct horizontal position on the body without digging into your shoulder.

You may need to shorten or lengthen them via the rings and sliders. I recommend taking the

bra off to adjust the straps, as it’s much easier that way. Before you take the bra off to adjust it,

try to estimate the necessary increase or decrease. Exact measurement is futile. It may take

more than one adjustment and fitting to get the length just right.BRA CARE AND

MAINTENANCEIf you want your bras to perform at their best and last as long as possible, you

need to wash your bra after wearing it once, or maximally twice. Think about it: the bra is worn

directly against your body so it collects body oils and skin cells. Elastic, a key component of the

bra band and straps, does not respond well to either substance. When these materials get into

the elastic, its ability to stretch and contract is decreased. It takes a proper wash to remove

these substances so the elastic can go back to doing its job. If you wear your bras twice before

washing, you need to give the bra a day off in between wearings. The elastic needs time to

recover and go back to a neutral position.So, how do you wash a bra? Let’s start with what you

do not do: do not put your bra in the washing machine. I know you want to because it is so

easy. Do not do it! Remember there are wires encased under each bra cup. Those wires do

important support work in your bra. They need to keep their shape and stay right where they

are. In the washer (yes, even in the delicate cycle), the water pressure and the pressure of

clothing around the bra (even in the lingerie bag) could cause the wire to twist and lose its

shape. Think about your other clothes too. Those bra hooks can catch on whatever else you

have in the washer or the lingerie bag (even if you fasten them before you put them in the

wash).What about the dryer, you ask? I’ll be blunt: the dryer will ruin the elastic. I don’t care

what temperature you use. Elastic is key to the bra’s function, and, as outlined above, elastic

needs to be cared for properly.All of this means one thing: hand washing and air-drying are key

to cleaning the bra. To wash a bra, use lukewarm water and a gentle detergent. Gentle is the

operative word. I like Eucalan since they sell handy travel packets. You can find more gentle

cleanser ideas at .Let the bras (separated by color, of course) soak for approximately 30

minutes to allow the soap and water to work their cleaning magic.Rinse the soap from the bras

in lukewarm water. To gently extract the excess water from a bra without squeezing it, lay the

bra inside a towel and gently press down on the towel. Then lay the bra on a towel to dry. This

soak-and-press technique is actually quite easy and does not require much active time at all.
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TiTi B., “Good for a beginner/intermediate. I have only basic sewing experience but have

wanted to know how to sew my own bras for some time. This book sets out to explain

how.WHAT I LIKED:The focus of the book is pretty much summed up by the title - Construction

and Fitting. It is written in very simple, easy to understand terms and walks you carefully

through the steps of sewing a bra pattern together. A large part of the book is devoted to

explaining common fitting problems you may encounter as you sew and how to correct them.

Note that it does NOT include any patterns nor instructions for drafting your own pattern - it just

walks you through altering/sewing a ready-made bra pattern.The sewing instructions are

written at a level suitable for anyone who knows the basic stitches of a sewing machine; it does

not require an advanced seamstress to understand. At the same time the instructions are very

thorough and will offer a professional result if followed carefully. If you have never sewn a bra

but want to, this book will get you there.WHAT I DIDN'T LIKE:There were not nearly enough

pictures. Although the instructions were thorough, I like to have pictures/diagrams to

reference. It kind of comes across as cheap without them. Also, I would have loved a section

on how to draft a bra pattern or block from body measurements. I also would have liked a

section on how to do major pattern alterations, such as converting a darted cup to a three-

piece cup, a full-frame bra to a frameless etc. Those two additions would make this the perfect

book for me.Finally, (although it doesn't relate to the content of the book) this book was very

poorly edited. In fact, I'm not sure it ever crossed an editor's desk. Typos and missing words

abound. While all instructions were still understandable, it gives the book an unprofessional

and cheap air. Just because it is a Kindle-only edition is no reason to skip the basic publishing

process.”

Prue Ferguson, “I know i'm going to love this book. I make all my own cloths but have never

made a bra. As i find getting a comfortable bra an effort I thought why not sew one. Was very

excited to find this great book . Immediately looking through it I knew it was going to be an

easy to follow project.The book is well laid out with many helpful instructions and sewing hints.

Can't wait to get started but will be taking the time to read through the book again before I get

the bits and pieces to start my bra project.”

ChiWi, “Great reference book!. I love that Amazon allows you to receive the kindle addition as

well if you've ordered a book. This arrived within two days, but I started reading it immediately

on my Samsung android phone after I put in my order. I have been sewing for 20 years, have

made several wedding dresses, prom dresses, etc. You name it, I've done it. However, like

many, I shied away from making my own bras. Just halfway through the first chapter, and I'm

ready to start before I finish the book!”

GOD LOVES YOU!, “Go To Book for Bras. This is an excellent book which will remain my go to

for making beautiful bras. So happy to have found it. I also purchased the Marlborough Bra

Pattern thru their website.”



ConsumerOfThings, “Excellent Resource. This is an excellent addition to your sewing library if

you have sewn a bra or two and want to refine your skills. It describes how to finesse the fit of a

sewn bra.  This is not a beginner resource that will tell you "how to" sew a bra.”

Jolene M. Baldwin, “Four Stars. Finally a book that really does help! I would order from this

vendor again.”

New England Yankee, “So THAT'S Why It Fits Like That .... First, and right up front! If you are

looking for a book that will give you step-by-step instructions for making beautiful lingerie, this

isn't it! "Demystifying Bra Fitting and Construction" is bra construction and fitting theory 101. It

explains the parts, how they relate, and how they are adapted to different fitting situations.

How you use that information, and how you use it in the context of a given pattern and with

your selection of fabrics and other materials, is up to you. A knowledgeable and competent

sewer will find this book immediately useful and easily comprehensible. Many typical home

sewers may find themselves frustrated, however.I like the book a lot. I give it 4 stars, however,

because the format and illustrations could be somewhat better, despite the target audience

(who will get around it anyway). It is the best book on the topic - again and narrowly, bra

construction and fitting "theory" (for lack of a better term) - that I have seen. Highly

recommended for that need.  If you need a project book, look elsewhere.”

mdsmum, “Lacks basic information. I have learned some useful things from this book. The

sections on equipment, supplies & fabric are excellent & the guide to fixing fitting issues seems

good, although so far I haven't managed to get as far as making a bra.This is mostly because

the book lacks an explanation of one of the key elements in getting a bra to fit well: how to

determine what size underwires to buy. It tells you to measure the underwire of a bra that fits,

but what if the reason you're making your own bras is because you can't find one that fits?

After spending £17 on this book I didn't expect to have to search the internet for such

fundamental information. For that reason alone I can't give it 5 stars.There are a couple of

other, minor niggles: referring to "pin stitching" without explaining what that means, for

instance, and not enough pictures in one section. The latter is unusual because most sections

have lots of excellent, clear pictures to help you understand what the author means.Overall a

good book and had it contained the information about bra wires it would have earned 5 stars.”

richard morgan, “Great interesting read. Goes into depth about bra construction, fabrics &

techniques. Does not involve any info on pattern drafting but I wasn't expecting any after

reading other reviews so am purchasing a book on that separately.Would recommend having

some competence and knowledge of garment construction before attempting bra making.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “This is a great book but it does not contain a pattern.. Anyone buying this

book should know that you will have to buy the pattern separately if you wish to work from the

book and it's worth noting that the fabrics and findings for making bras are not cheap so if you

are hoping to make your own to save money then you may want to think again. Then again if

you want custom made for comfort, this is a good starting point.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Bra making book. Bought this for my sister she is very talented at making

things.”

KC, “Good book. Another lingerie pattern book - good to have more views and methods the



better.”

The book by Norma Loehr has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 157 people have provided feedback.
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